Sarfarz Ali hailed the role of Pakistan tribal leaders in country's independence

Staff Reporter
LOHARAI The Commander 12 Corps Lieutenant General Sarfarz Ali hailed the role of tribal leaders (chief) in the country's independence struggle. In an interview with a Dawn Daily correspondents here on Wednesday, he said that the country's transformation and development did not begin all at once. “The tribal areas were the first to provide the necessary resources and infrastructure,” he said, adding that the struggle against British rule was carried forward by the tribal people.

Rabu Baule expressed concerns over rising number of Thalassiaema patients in Balochistan

Staff Reporter
QUETTA The President of the Pakistan Heart Association, Dr. Rabu Baule, expressed concern over the rising number of patients with Thalassiaema, a heart condition, in Balochistan. In a statement, he urged the government to take immediate action to address the issue, stating that the condition is causing significant suffering to the population.

Opening of Badin border will create business opportunities and eliminate Baluchistan's backwater: Moula Wany

Staff Reporter
QUETTA The Federal Minister for Defence, Moula Wany, has said that the opening of the Badin border will create business opportunities and eliminate Baluchistan's backwater. He was addressing a gathering of commerce men in Quetta on Tuesday. Wany said that the opening of the border will facilitate trade and commerce, and attract foreign investment.

PM Shehbaz announces Rs2bn development grant for KP's Bishan

Chief Editor Syed Mumtaz Shah
Sunday, May 08, 2022

First batch of relief assistance to flood-hit areas reaches Afghanistan

APP
ISLAMABAD The Director of the Prime Minister's Management Secretariat, Muhammad Shahzad, got the relief assistance to flood-affected people reached Afghanistan.

The assistance load was transported to Afghanistan through the Pakistan Afghanistan border. The items included 1,000 tons, 200 tons of food aid. The prime minister said that Pakistan extended all possible support to the flood-hit people of Afghanistan.
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* Punjab will not be the only province to prosper in my govt: Shehbaz

ABP
ISLAMABAD Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif on Saturday announced development grants of Rs2.0 billion for districts in Punjab. Addressing a gathering in Bishan, he also announced a new model for development grants.

Prime Minister Shehbaz said that among other measures, he would make efforts to improve the quality of education and healthcare in the province. To this effect, he said that the province would have a new model for development grants.

The prime minister said that his government was committed to improving the quality of education and healthcare in the province. He added that the government would also make efforts to increase infrastructure in the province.

Shehbaz also announced development grants of Rs2.0 billion for districts in the province. The purpose of these grants was to improve the quality of education and healthcare in the province.

A total of 1,000 development grants of Rs2.0 billion each were announced for districts in the province. The funds would be used for improving the quality of education and healthcare in the province.

The prime minister said that the government would also make efforts to increase infrastructure in the province. He added that the government would also make efforts to improve the quality of education and healthcare in the province.
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Allied Parties United Under Leadership of PM Shehbaz Sharif: MQM

APPL

SHANGAIL: Adviser to the Prime Minister for Political and Public Relations, Dr. Faisal Vawda, expressed concern over the MQM’s decision to boycott PTI-led National Assembly. Deputy General Secretary Arif Anga, Anga Anga on Monday said that all the allied parties are united under the leadership of MQM Chairman Mustafa Kamal. According to Anga, the leadership of MQM would consider a strategy to counter the PTI-led national assembly. He said that the MQM will not support the PTI-led government in the national assembly unless it takes action against the MQM’s demands. Anga said that the MQM would not support the PTI-led government in the national assembly unless it takes action against the MQM’s demands. Anga said that the MQM would not support the PTI-led government in the national assembly unless it takes action against the MQM’s demands.

MQA
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Rescue, Relief Work of Earthquake Victims in Full Swing: DC

APPL

RUZAIQA: District Commissioner Khawar Mehmood of Shabaz Khan was in full swing to rescue and relief work of earthquake victims. He said that he is in full swing to rescue and relief work of earthquake victims. He said that he is in full swing to rescue and relief work of earthquake victims. He said that he is in full swing to rescue and relief work of earthquake victims. He said that he is in full swing to rescue and relief work of earthquake victims.

SPN

PFP announces to hold rally on Karachi

APPL

KARACHI: Pakistan Freedom Party (PFP) leaders announced that they would hold a rally in Karachi on May 15. The rally will be attended by Faisal Razi Khan, party's National President, and Mir Azam Khan Baloch, party's Provincial President. The PFP leaders said that they would use the rally to highlight the issues faced by the people of Sindh and to express their solidarity with the people of Balochistan. The PFP leaders said that they would use the rally to highlight the issues faced by the people of Sindh and to express their solidarity with the people of Balochistan.

Education Minister leaves for KSA to attend int'l Conference on Education

APPL

PESHAWAR: Federal Minister for Education Shafqat Sultan Khan left for Saudi Arabia on Saturday for a five-day visit. Khan said that he would attend the 10th World Conference on Education in Saudi Arabia. Khan said that he would attend the 10th World Conference on Education in Saudi Arabia.

Lower Dir: Amir of Jamiaat-e-Islami Siraj-ul-Haq addressing a gathering at Tomar Gar. Sindh complains acute water shortage, seeks federal remedial action

APPL

KARACHI: The government of Sindh has contacted the federal government over the issue of water shortage in the province. Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah on Tuesday contacted Chief Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Haji Masood Khan to discuss the issue of water shortage in the province. Chief Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Haji Masood Khan to discuss the issue of water shortage in the province.

Improving relations with Russia will...

Continued on page 1

Our societies, the war on terror, immigration and the nuclear issue. But now, after the elections, there is a sense that things have changed. A new wave of reform and modernization is sweeping the country, and the government is determined to make it work. The new government is taking steps to improve the economy, attract foreign investment, and build a modern, inclusive society. It is also committed to improving relations with its neighbors, including Russia. The new government is working to increase cooperation in various fields, including trade, investment, and cultural exchange. It is also seeking to improve the country’s security situation, and to address the challenges posed by terrorism and extremism. The government has taken steps to strengthen the rule of law and to ensure greater justice for all citizens. It is also working to improve the educational system and to provide better healthcare to all. The new government is committed to reducing poverty and inequality, and to improving the quality of life for all citizens. The government is also working to improve the environment, and to address the challenges posed by climate change. The government is working to increase opportunities for all citizens, and to ensure greater participation in decision-making. The new government is committed to building a better future for all citizens, and to ensuring that every citizen has a say in the future of the country. The government is committed to building a better future for all citizens, and to ensuring that every citizen has a say in the future of the country.
News Desk

ILHAMAD: The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) on Friday raised the rates of energy for commercial and agricultural sectors by Rs1.96 per unit and Rs0.96 additional energy respectively.

Faisalabad: NEPRA approved an increase of Rs1.65 per unit for commercial (Rs1.96) and Rs0.96 additional energy for agricultural customers.

The increase in rates was necessitated due to loss of revenue from the CPEC and O3C power projects.

The country’s energy sector has a deficit of about 6,650 MW, which is 5% of the total installed capacity. The shortage of power is due to the high demand for electricity, which is expected to increase due to the warm weather in the upcoming months. The government is working on increasing the capacity of power plants and improving the transmission and distribution networks to meet the demand.

The NEPRA’s move is expected to affect the industrial sector, which relies heavily on electricity for its operations. The industrial sector is estimated to consume around 30% of the total electricity generated in the country. The increased rates are likely to increase the cost of production for the industrial sector, which may result in higher prices for goods and services.

The government is also working on developing renewable energy sources to reduce the country’s dependence on fossil fuels. The government has set a target of generating 30% of its electricity from renewable sources by 2030. The NEPRA’s move is expected to provide a boost to the renewable energy sector, which is expected to attract increased investment.

In conclusion, the NEPRA’s increase in energy rates is necessary to meet the demand for electricity and improve the efficiency of the country’s energy sector. However, the increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.

Power consumers given another tariff shock

NEPRA approved an increase of Rs1.65 per unit for commercial and Rs0.96 per unit for agriculture sectors.

The increase was necessitated due to the high demand for electricity, which is expected to increase due to the warm weather.

The government is working on increasing the capacity of power plants and improving the transmission and distribution networks to meet the demand.

The increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.

In conclusion, the NEPRA’s increase in energy rates is necessary to meet the demand for electricity and improve the efficiency of the country’s energy sector. However, the increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.

Trade deficit widens sharply by 64.8% in July-April as imports shoot up

NEPRA approved an increase of Rs1.65 per unit for commercial and Rs0.96 per unit for agricultural sectors.

The increase was necessitated due to the high demand for electricity, which is expected to increase due to the warm weather.

The government is working on increasing the capacity of power plants and improving the transmission and distribution networks to meet the demand.

The increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.

In conclusion, the NEPRA’s increase in energy rates is necessary to meet the demand for electricity and improve the efficiency of the country’s energy sector. However, the increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.

In conclusion, the NEPRA’s increase in energy rates is necessary to meet the demand for electricity and improve the efficiency of the country’s energy sector. However, the increased rates are likely to have an impact on the industrial sector and the cost of goods and services.
How to manage fuel subsidies

By Dr Abid Qayyum Suleri

Playing with Fire in Punjab

One can only hope that the PTI understands that it has now pushed matters so far in Punjab that what first appeared to be a ridiculous circus is now turning into a very dangerous game where it is practically playing with fire. Disregarding judicial rulings is dangerous enough, especially when you drag it to the point of threatening to file a judicial reference against the judge that called you out for making a mockery of the constitution. But when you appeal to the army to intervene when you’re clearly disagreeing with a court decision, you’re pushing the military to override the judiciary, which completely changes the complexion of the whole narrative.

In this way, PTI is itself guilty of strengthening that which it was looking to provoke the military into stepping in since its dying days in power – just so it can play the proper martyr even if it means throwing the entire country into utter chaos. And, for all intents and purposes, Punjab Governor Cheema, and even President Alvi for that matter, are just carrying out their master’s orders in sheer disregard of the constitutionally mandated neutrality of their offices.

This is exactly the kind of thing they used to attack other parties for in years gone by; though nobody trampled on the constitution quite like this in those days.

That the country’s politics need a dose of sanity is obvious. It’s true that a lot of people don’t like what they see when a father-son duo with considerable political and legal baggage gets ready to preside over cabinets of politically opportunistic electables, most of whom are suspected of serious corruption. But the way PTI’s been making its case, especially after throwing a fit and even fiddling with the constitution just because it was de-scathed through a perfectly legal process, is also quite shameful.

It’s best if all parties take the time until the election to regroup and revisit their strategies, and leave the public space free of any more unwarranted unpleasantness. With the reputation of serious state institutions also being damaged on the streets and sidewalks, the situation is quite ready to explode as it is.

By Bensohene

Dangerous speech

J ust before he climbed a deal to say Twitter for a few minutes, Mayor of Karachi Sadiq Khan, that he might jettison the platform’s limits on speech by tweeting "hateful content" if someone you don’t like allowed to say something you don’t like. “Do you say it?” he asked. "You don’t say it! You’re annoying, but that is in the sign of a healthy, functioning free-speech situation.”

Musk didn’t specify which kinds of speech he means, but he gave no more than two weeks later by re-rejecting far-right critiques of two of Twitter’s executives. One discussed clips of Vijaya Gadde, the company’s general counsel and chief legal officer, which he also pointed out that she was besieged on various social media.

Some of Musk’s more than 84 million Twitter followers followed him live on the platform. Many of the hostile posts referred to her Indian back- ground and her professional achievements, which the far-right conspiracy theorist Mike Cernovich then tweeted without mention of facilitating fraud.

The choice of words seemed too smug to be her posts; others were even more than "dumb annoying," Dick Costolo, who was the CEO when Musk joined Twitter in 2016, once said, "What’s going on? You’re making an execu- tive at the company you just bought the target of harassment and threats.”

In another news, Musk is considering to say-what-you-like era. About a decade ago, Costolo began referring to relatively new employees in his "party-speak,” denying that Twitter wanted to be people as they post, and the company avoided removing tweets or accounts.

In the subsequent events, Twitter backed away from that hands-off position, as users at protest against uncharacteristic actions on the platform. Amidst the same, Robin Williams’ 23-year-old daughter Zelda received graphic, horrifying tweets blaming her for his suicide in 2014. During that period, Twitter staff began reviewing the platform’s rules to prohibit ‘targeted harassment’ and further social media.

It was under the latter that former President Donald Trump was finally removed from the platform, after his April 21, 2021, ran on the Capitol. Among the more obvious examples, Robin Williams’ 23-year-old daughter Zelda received graphic, horrifying tweets blaming her for his suicide in 2014. During that period, Twitter staff began reviewing the platform’s rules to prohibit ‘targeted harassment’ and further social media.

It was under the latter that former President Donald Trump was finally removed from the platform, after his April 21, 2021, ran on the Capitol. Among the more obvious examples, Robin Williams’ 23-year-old daughter Zelda received graphic, horrifying tweets blaming her for his suicide in 2014. During that period, Twitter staff began reviewing the platform’s rules to prohibit ‘targeted harassment’ and further social media.

It was under the latter that former President Donald Trump was finally removed from the platform, after his April 21, 2021, ran on the Capitol. Among the more obvious examples, Robin Williams’ 23-year-old daughter Zelda received graphic, horrifying tweets blaming her for his suicide in 2014. During that period, Twitter staff began reviewing the platform’s rules to prohibit ‘targeted harassment’ and further social media.
By Malik Muhammad Ashraf

Politics of false narratives

Iftaam Khan looks the credentials of a visionary leader who has an unwavering commitment to the principles of justice and the promotion of peace. But he is rarely in a position to speak out against the policies of his government which has been committed to maintain peace at any cost. Khan has been silent on the issue of the detention of journalist Hamza Shahbaz in Chakwal. According to the Constitution of Pakistan, the detention of journalist without due process violates the fundamental rights of every citizen. How can anyone claim to have a vision for Pakistan, when they are not willing to stand up for the basic rights of the people? The silence of Khan on this issue is indicative of his failure to take a principled stand on behalf of the people. The government should be held accountable for the detention of journalist Hamza Shahbaz. Khan should use his influence to ensure that the journalist is released immediately.

By Haneeda Ismail

What will the new energy policy be?

PML-N led coalition government recently established an important committee to look into the energy sector and is going to present its findings to the country. The new government under the leadership of PML-N has already undertaken a number of initiatives to improve the energy sector, including the establishment of the Pakistan Petroleum Corporation, the merger of Pakistan Oilfields and the creation of the Pakistan National Energy Corporation. These initiatives have been well-receieved by the country and are expected to bring about positive changes in the energy sector.

Tightening fuel supplies and curbing electricity theft are also new elements in Pakistan’s energy policy. The government has taken measures to ensure that the supply of fuels is adequate and that the prices are fair. The country is facing a shortage of fuel and the government has taken steps to address this issue. The government also plans to increase the use of renewable energy sources in order to reduce its dependence on imported fuels.

By Malakai Raza

Heal the nation

You are what you choose to be when you choose to do things you have never done before. If you choose to get hurt, you can choose to get hurt. If you choose to be tough, you can choose to be tough. If you choose to be weak, you can choose to be weak. If you choose to be soft, you can choose to be soft. If you choose to be hard, you can choose to be hard. If you choose to be easy, you can choose to be easy. If you choose to be easy, you can choose to be easy. If you choose to be hard, you can choose to be hard. If you choose to be soft, you can choose to be soft. If you choose to be tough, you can choose to be tough. If you choose to be weak, you can choose to be weak. If you choose to be soft, you can choose to be soft. If you choose to be hard, you can choose to be hard.

By Maximilian Hess

Geo-economic war

The ongoing geo-economic conflict in the region is a reflection of the West’s complicated one, surrounded by nearly 130 countries and a plethora of misinformation as the war is being fought. The escalating tensions between both parties are clearly evident on the ground. But looking at the evident facts, it seems like the world is becoming clear that the Kremlin would effectively be in default by ignoring its own decisions. By April 29, Russia’s finance minister announced that the country will no longer accept dollars or euros. By May 10, the US Treasury Department imposed sanctions on the Russian central bank account. By May 24, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments. By May 25, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments. By May 31, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments.

In response, Russian officials accused the US of attempting to impose “economic sanctions” on Ukraine, which is a default by ignoring its own decisions. By April 29, Russia’s finance minister announced that the country will no longer accept dollars or euros. By May 10, the US Treasury Department imposed sanctions on the Russian central bank account. By May 24, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments. By May 25, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments. By May 31, the US Treasury Department announced that it will no longer accept Russian central bank account payments.
Behind the veil: The double life of Pakistan rapper Eva B

Pakistan's breakout rapper Eva B has rocketed at millions of views online, her walking through the hawker stands of her Karachi neighbourhood, she is one of the most popular on the internet.

TV shows that people don't recognize Eva B's face, but her voice, she is one of the top rappers in Pakistan, her song "I'm not a hero" is becoming a viral sensation.

Inspired by rappers from the United States, Eminem and Queen Latifah, she decided to start a music career and is now spreading her music to Facebook, where she built a following.

Affraid of angering her family, she would upload music videos to formal full tracks with the help of other emerging artists in her neighborhood.

But when news reached her brother, she received a backlash from her family who considered the genre inferior for a young girl and who feared she would go to an early and deeply conservative marriage.

Latter they realized that she was persistent, so they summoned. They realized I wouldn't stop singing, she begged, adding that her mother now supports her and she is on her way.

Eva B is due this year to accelerate her music career in Pakistan, it is likely that she will be a part of the most popular television programs in Pakistan — in fact, she can be the next star of the 2022 series.

The music video for "Khuul" (#singer), features a middle-aged Tariq Sharif about the betrayal of a love story, has more than 10 million views on YouTube.

But unlike other artists in the series, she has gained celebrity status.

Music videos that I made in the past, people have seen them but they have not really know me, she said.

She finds it interesting to deal in music videos on social media, and she is always been a part of a music video to be seen in a series. "These videos are like special versions of the music videos that I put out on my channel. I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

Then she won another award for "Making of the Year" for "Khuul".

She says people think music videos are easy, but they are not. "I have always been a part of the music video of "Khuul". I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

She says people think music videos are easy, but they are not. "I have always been a part of the music video of "Khuul". I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

During their show, they also met with a music producer to discuss the possibility of working together.

"I have always been a part of the music video of "Khuul". I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

Maryam Liaquat Hussein's third wife files for divorce

Aamir Liaquat Hussain's third wife, Bano Shah, has filed for divorce, the latter revealed in a video. Shah shared that she had approached the court to end the legal procedure. She further added that she had provided proof to the court which the public will soon know about.

Liaquat also spoke about the matter during his weekly show. He was accompanied by his third wife, who is a public figure.

"I have always been a part of the music video of "Khuul". I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

"I have always been a part of the music video of "Khuul". I am always putting up new versions of my songs and I am very interested in creating a music video for a song that I have released before."

Bollywood's Farhan Akhtar will be making a guest appearance in Ms. Marvel

Farhan Akhtar is set for his MCU debut in "Ms. Marvel," as announced by the Marvel Studios team. According to Deadline, the actor will be part of the official cast for the highly anticipated Disney+ series starring Iman Vellani as Kamala Khan, which is set to premiere on June 8.

The 37-year-old actor has been eyed to play a role in the show since last year, with details about his character kept under wraps. However, the news was confirmed by the studio.

Farhan Akhtar is best known for his roles in films like "Dil Dhadakne Do," "Bajirao Mastani," and "Shah Rukh Khan's" "Fan." He has received critical acclaim for his performances and has been nominated for several awards.

His upcoming projects include "Thappad," which is set to release in 2020, and "Rangoon," directed by Vishal Bhardwaj.

"Chakkor" review: A good headspin for all the wrong reasons

The new app Pakistan cinema hasn't had a lucky star to hold it up. "Chakkor," which stars "Mahira Khan," has now released. The film is directed by "Shoaib Mansoor," who is known for his work in "Maanaadd.""Chakkor" is a film that has been highly anticipated, with many looking forward to its release.

The movie revolves around a woman who is looking for love and a man who is looking for a family. However, the two are not meant to be together.

"Chakkor" is a film that has been highly anticipated, with many looking forward to its release. The movie revolves around a woman who is looking for love and a man who is looking for a family. However, the two are not meant to be together.

Actor Mahira Khan plays the character of a woman who is looking for love, while "Shoaib Mansoor" plays the role of a man who is looking for a family. The two are not meant to be together, but they are brought together by fate.
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USA Cricket announces ticketing details for ICC WC League ODIs

Sports Desk

BILBAO: USA Cricket has announced the ticketing details for the upcoming series of ICC Cricket World Cup League One International matches in Texas that start in the middle of September. The series will be played in different locations in Texas, and will be involved in eight of the 12 ODIs that will be part of Texas Cricket’s efforts to develop the game in the state for the very first time, the Texas Cricket Association has announced.

The ticketing information can be found at the Texas Cricket Association website. The information includes details of the match schedule, ticketing options, and how to purchase tickets. The matches will be held at the Minute Maid Park in Houston, while the first two matches will be held at the Minute Maid Park in Piano.

Miami World-champion leadership Charles Lutecic believes Mercedes will bounce back and beat his Ferrari team in some races this year, but they are unlikely to do enough to retain their constructors’ world title.

Jaiswal, Hetmyer keep Royals in hunt for play-offs

Sports Desk

MUMBAI: Mumbai Indians skipper Rohit Sharma has been ruled out of the tournament, leaving the Indian Premier League (IPL) champions in a tough position to qualify for the play-offs. In place of Rohit, Suryakumar Yadav has been named as the new captain for the team. Mumbai Indians have been in a tough position in the tournament, with their franchise making it difficult for them to qualify for the play-offs.

Man City refocus on Premier League title push

Sports Desk

LONDON: Manchester City are still alive in the Premier League title race despite losing to Manchester United. City can still clinch the title if they win their remaining games and Manchester United lose, but they will need to win their remaining four games to have a chance of winning the title. However, City will need to be at their best if they are to win their remaining games.

Sibirak Khan becomes first Pakistani to scale 10 of world’s 14 highest peaks

Sports Desk

Mountaineer Sibirak Khan became the first Pakistani to scale all 14 of the world’s highest peaks. He achieved this feat on September 9, 2023, becoming the first Pakistani to complete the 14-summit challenge. Sibirak Khan was accompanied by a team of Pakistani climbers who supported him during the climb.

Artea signs new contract

Sports Desk

MEXICO: Midfielder Artea signed a new contract with his club, which will keep him at the club for another season. Artea has been a key player for his club, and his new contract will allow him to continue his good form for the club.

Horoscope

You are really only as young as your dreams when it comes to looking at life. Dreams are a kind of conceptualized concept that means creativity, guidance, your own path, your purpose, your identity and your future. So you have to take care of your dreams to keep your good ideas, you have to take care of your dreams as if they were the most valuable things you had. You’re a gift, you’re a treasure, you were born to do great things.

Put on your best self on the outside, because the world is watching. You have a lot of work to do inside to be happy, you’re not going to get happy out there. Whether it’s your work or your personal life, you’re the one who’s responsible for your own happiness, for your own success. Talk a lot about yourself, it’s important, whether you’re single or not, it’s important. You’re a precious gem.

Your indecomposable plane can make friends with many different people. You will make a few friends in your lifetime, but you will also make a lot of enemies. Keep taking the tough roads in life, but don’t be afraid to try new things. You are a leader, and you are capable of great things.

You’ve got a lot of friends and you can make more friends. Take it easy, making friends is important, you should try to make new friends. You’re a social butterfly, and you have a lot of friends. You’re a leader, and you are capable of great things.

You’ve got the best of a lot of things. Today, whether you’re getting married or starting a new job, you’re the one who’s in charge of your own life. You’re the one who’s in charge of your own happiness. You’re the one who’s in charge of your own life.

You need to cherish your time with your loved ones. You are a leader, and you are capable of great things.

You’re ready for change and you’re ready to take risks. You need to take risks, you need to take risks to achieve your dreams. You’re a leader, and you are capable of great things.

You need to learn about your past, but the past is not the future. You need to learn from your past, but the past is not the future. You’re a leader, and you are capable of great things.

You need to work hard to achieve your goals. You need to work hard to achieve your goals. You need to work hard to achieve your goals. You need to work hard to achieve your goals.

You need to cherish your family and your friends. You need to cherish your family and your friends. You need to cherish your family and your friends. You need to cherish your family and your friends.


You’re a leader, and you are capable of great things.
Water level at Indus River drops to alarming level

BNP

BNP SARAKI: An acute shortage of water in the Indus River has been causing concern to the citizens of the country and especially to those living near the river.

The shortage has caused the water level in the Indus River to drop to alarming levels. According to reports, the water level has dropped by more than 50% and 45% of the water is now being diverted.

In order to cope with the situation, the authorities have taken measures to build canals to carry water to the downstream areas and improve the infrastructure.

However, the officials have expressed concern over the impact of the shortage, as it has led to significant damage to the environment and the economy.

PM desires to enhance Pak-EU multi-faceted alliance

AP

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Khan has emphasized the need to strengthen and expand Pak-EU multi-faceted alliance. He said the alliance has the potential to bring substantial benefits to both the countries.

The prime minister was speaking at a conference titled "Pak-EU: The Outlook" organized by the European Center for International Relations (ECIR) and the Pakistan Institute of International Affairs (PIIPA).

"The Pak-EU multi-faceted alliance has immense potential to bring substantial benefits to both the countries," Mr. Khan said.

He said that the alliance has the potential to bring substantial benefits to both the countries, especially in the areas of trade, investment, and education.

Hashim Notezai urged UWA to provide more facilities

DABLABدني

Our Staff Reporter

DABLABDI: The Federal Minister for Defence, Mr. Pervez Ashraf, has expressed concern over the increasing violence in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Dir Corps.

Mr. Ashraf said that the situation in the region is alarming and that the authorities need to take immediate steps to ensure law and order.

He said that the situation in the region is alarming and that the authorities need to take immediate steps to ensure law and order.

MPA Sanaullah Baloch inaugurates Nursing Training College in Khairan

AP

QUETTA: The MPA Sanaullah Baloch inaugurated the Nursing Training College in Khairan on Tuesday.

The MPA said that the college will play a crucial role in providing quality education to nursing students.

He said that the college will provide state-of-the-art facilities and will be equipped with modern equipment.

ANP will do a clean sweep in local body polls from Qila Abdullah: Zamakr Akhazai

Staff Reporter

ZHANIBEH: The Provincial Minister for Food Dr. Zafar Ahmad Quraishi has expressed confidence that the ANP will do a clean sweep in the local body elections in Qila Abdullah.

Mr. Quraishi said that the ANP will provide quality education and will be equipped with modern equipment.

He said that the college will provide state-of-the-art facilities and will be equipped with modern equipment.

The ANP minister said that the college will provide quality education and will be equipped with modern equipment.

AP

QUETTA: A desert look of the bumpy road due to heat weather.
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Gowar PTI’s “consequences” if they create chaos during long march

* Says if In Khan’s supporters to disrupt members of other parties, he will face the same fate too

NEWS DESK

LAHORE: Senior PTI leader In Khan has said that if his party’s supporters disrupt members of other parties, he will face the same fate too.

Mr. In Khan said that if his party’s supporters disrupt members of other parties, he will face the same fate too.

"They will get what they deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

"If you are disrupt members of other parties, you will get what you deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

Relating to Sheikh Rasheed’s statement regarding PT’s ongoing long march, Mr. In Khan said that if his party’s supporters disrupt members of other parties, he will face the same fate too.

"We will get what we deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

"If you are disrupt members of other parties, you will get what you deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

Mr. In Khan said that if his party’s supporters disrupt members of other parties, he will face the same fate too.

"They will get what they deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

"If you are disrupt members of other parties, you will get what you deserve," Mr. In Khan warned.

BPN will raise voice for recovery of missing persons on every platform: Malik Naseer

We are trying to introduce modern education system including the highlighting of issues of Balochistan. BNP (M)

Our Correspondent

QUETTA: Members of BNP (M) have announced that they will raise their voice for recovery of missing persons on every platform.

Mr. Malik Naseer, a leader of BNP (M), said that his party will hold demonstrations and rallies to demand the recovery of missing persons.

"We will hold demonstrations and rallies to demand the recovery of missing persons," Mr. Malik Naseer said.

He said that his party will continue to raise their voice for recovery of missing persons until the government takes concrete steps to ensure their safety.
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